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Subject:  AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM TONY FARRELL
From:  "Tony" <Tony@JAHTruth.net>
Date:  Thu, August 28, 2014 7:24 pm
To:  David.Crompton@Southyorks.pnn.police.uk
Priority:  Normal

Dear David,

I am mindful of the latest developments regarding Shaun Wright and the deputy, as they have
 been reported in today's press. Accordingly, I have today written an email to Mr. Wright to request if he, in 
his obviously vulnerable position, will do the right thing for himself and grant JAH and me a meeting, 
seeing as you are seemingly showing no appetite for one, just yet. I appreciate that your workload may be 
high and intensive at the moment and it is not possible for me to gauge anything substantial from your 
strategy of ignoring most of my correspondence to you, but we are not against you, not if you are 
courageously fighting corruption as we still have hopes that you are.

We have studied your well-written letter to Keith Vaz and we are encouraged by it. However, I thought I'd 
alert you to the fact that I am making another approach to Shaun Wright, arguably in his hour of need, as 
his position looks bordering on the untenable from our vantage point. Last year, Mr. Wright declined to 
meet me and I honestly think that was a big mistake given the report I sent to him.

As I have notified you previously, several of our film modules are just about ready to be simultaneously 
unleashed. Some of which we think will be of direct interest to you personally as September approaches. 
By the looks of things, September  may become a defining month in the life of  South Yorkshire Police, just 
like it arguably was four years ago, when Nigel made his call on me, over an issue of massive strategic 
importance.  Notwithstanding our offer to meet with Shaun Wright, our offer to meet you on the 11th 
September 2014 or someday around that time, still stands. You are aware of the serious issues at stake.

Yours sincerely

Tony Farrell


